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COVID-19 6/19 Update  
 
Global 
Total cases – 8,550,458 
Total deaths – 456,881 
 
United States 
Total cases – 2,205,307 
Total deaths – 118,758 
Total # tests – 25,403,498 
 
Administration 

• President Donald Trump dismissed Anthony Fauci’s dire outlook for football this fall, 

saying the sport can be played safely but adding that he won’t watch if players resume 

protesting police brutality by kneeling during the national anthem 

• Wall Street banks should brace for their dividends to be influenced by adjustments to 

the annual stress tests that the Federal Reserve made due to the coronavirus pandemic, 

Fed Vice Chairman for Supervision Randal Quarles said Friday. 

o The exams help the Fed set the most important capital demands imposed on the 

largest U.S. lenders -- and they are instrumental for banks in setting shareholder 

dividends. While the tests have produced fewer shocks in recent years than in 

the period when they were initiated after the 2008 financial meltdown, next 

week’s results could see drama as the first to be calculated while a real crisis is 

raging. 

• Days before hosting a massive rally in Tulsa, Oklahoma, President Trump said in a Wall 

Street Journal interview that some people at the rally this Saturday may catch 

coronavirus, but added “it’s a very small percentage.” 

o The President's words come as Oklahoma is seeing a steady increase in its 

average of new confirmed cases per day. 

• The US Food and Drug Administration sent warning letters to three companies selling 

Covid-19 tests that the FDA says were “inappropriately” marketed and “potentially 

placing public health at risk.” 

o This is the first time the agency says it has sent warning letters to companies for 

marketing adulterated or misbranded test kits.  

o The letters went to Medakit Ltd. of Sheung Wan, Hong Kong; 

Antibodiescheck.com and Yama Group; and Dr. Jason Korkus, DDS and Sonrisa 

Family Dental d/b/a My COVID19 Club of Chicago, Illinois. The agency asked 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/18/politics/oklahoma-coronavirus-cases-rise-trump-rally/index.html
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these companies to take immediate steps to fix violations and stop the sale of 

the products. 

• The U.S. Office of Special Counsel has directed the Homeland Security Dept to open an 

investigation into the TSA’s response to the coronavirus following whistle-blower 

allegations, Washington Post reports. 

o Whistle-blower Jay Brainard, a TSA manager in Kansas, claims the agency 

botched its early handling of the pandemic when millions of people continued to 

fly each day 

o Brainard contends that TSA is still doing too little to protect travelers and its own 

workers  

o A spokesman for the special counsel’s office said he could not confirm or 

comment on open investigations: Post 

• China, Russia and Iran have a very large disinformation campaign active against the 

United States as a source and exporter of COVID,” the U.S. Central Command said 

yesterday in a Twitter post. 

• Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said he doesn’t think the department is legally 

required to disclose the businesses that have received billions of dollars in forgivable 

loans under the Paycheck Protection Program. He also said the loan applications say 

such data will “automatically” be released because the department wanted to be careful 

in case it decided to release it.  

o “I want to strike the right balance here on protecting what is clearly proprietary 

information of very small businesses, because this is set off of payroll while also 

making sure we have proper transparency,” he told NBC Philadelphia yesterday. 

• Pandemic relief efforts by the Treasury and the Federal Reserve boosted the corporate 

bond market, but may be falling short in assisting small business and state and local 

governments get access to loans, according to a report from a bipartisan congressional 

watchdog. The Fed’s announcement in March it would buy corporate bonds was 

enough to rally credit markets, with many large companies endangered by the 

shutdowns finding enough cash in capital markets to cushion the blow. 

o Yet several lending facilities that are aimed to help small businesses aren’t fully 

operating, according to a report released today by the Congressional Oversight 

Commission, and only one state has received a loan. 

• Anthony Fauci, the U.S. government’s top infectious-disease expert, will testify before 

the Senate Health Cmte on June 30, according to a statement from the panel. 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QC545N3HBS3K
http://twitter.com/CENTCOM/statuses/1273599017826627585
https://www.nbcphiladelphia.com/news/coronavirus/are-more-stimulus-checks-coming-treasury-secretary-mnuchin-talks/2437810/
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o CDC Director Robert Redfield, HHS Assistant Sec. for Health Brett Giroir and FDA 

Commissioner Stephen Hahn will also testify at the hearing 

o Panel will examine the progress federal, state and local governments are making 

to help reopen the economy and schools amid the coronavirus outbreak 

• President Trump says the coronavirus pandemic is near its end in the U.S. and he 

believes China may have encouraged the spread of Covid-19 as a way to undermine rival 

economies, according to the Wall Street Journal. 

o “There’s a chance it was intentional,” Trump tells WSJ in an interview 

o Trump says Covid-19 testing is overrated and allows for the possibility that some 

Americans wear face coverings to signal disapproval of him 

• Operation Warp Speed will likely not use the Defense Production Act as a primary tool 

to get a Covid-19 vaccine to the American public, General Gustave Perna says at Senate 

hearing considering his nomination to be chief operating officer for the program. 

o Perna says he feels he has the “capability and capacity in our authorities” to get 

a vaccine distributed quickly without using the Defense Production Act  

o Operation Warp Speed could have new therapeutics for Covid-19 available by 

October or November, Perna says, adding the program does not consider China 

to be a friendly partner country in regard to national security to work with on 

the development of a vaccine 

• Vice President Mike Pence will lead a closed-door meeting of the coronavirus task force 

today, the second meeting of the task force this week. They also met on Wednesday. 

o The meeting comes one day before President Trump's first campaign rally since 

the coronavirus pandemic ground American life to a halt, and as state are seeing 

spikes in cases. 

o Trump said in Wall Street Journal interview that he would not seek to replicate 

widespread Covid-19 testing if there was a similar reemergence of the virus in 

the US. 

Capitol Hill 

• Democrats leading House oversight panels ask FDA to brief their staff on development, 

review, and deployment of any eventual coronavirus vaccines, according to letter sent 

to FDA. 

o Lawmakers urge FDA to set rules and ensure transparency of the process to win 

public trust in the vaccine 

o “One simple step you could take today to ease the public’s uncertainty would be 

declaring that any vaccine candidate will have to prove itself safe and effective in 

https://www.help.senate.gov/hearings/covid-19-update-on-progress-toward-safely-getting-back-to-work-and-back-to-school
https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QC4O23073ND0
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2020-06-18.CBM%20RK%20Clyburn%20to%20Hahn-%20FDA%20re%20Vaccines.pdf
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2020-06-18.CBM%20RK%20Clyburn%20to%20Hahn-%20FDA%20re%20Vaccines.pdf
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a complete Stage 3 clinical trial with at least 30,000 volunteers,” Reps. Carolyn 

Maloney, Jim Clyburn, Raja Krishnamoorthi write 

• House Democrats aren’t backing off their push for boosted unemployment benefits, aid 

for state and local governments, and direct stimulus payments, Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-

Calif.) said yesterday, hoping to win over Senate Republicans who say that’s too much. 

o All three measures are essential to the next coronavirus response bill, Pelosi said 

at a press conference yesterday. And all three are important to the country’s 

economic rebound as social distancing measures begin to lift, she added. 

o Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), Treasury Secretary Steven 

Mnuchin and other Republicans have said House Democrats acted too fast in 

proposing another virus response bill while much of the funding from the CARES 

Act (Public Law 116-136) was still being paid out.  

• The debate over whether to continue providing Americans with the $600 weekly 

expanded jobless benefits continued during a House Select Subcommittee on the 

Coronavirus Crisis hearing yesterday. 

o William E. Spriggs, chief economist for the AFL-CIO and economics professor for 

Howard University, as well as other economists testifying during the hearing 

cautioned lawmakers from believing the worst of the coronavirus is over. 

“Despite a slight improvement in May from the records reported in April, we 

remain in the worst crisis the American labor market has faced on record,” 

Spriggs said in his testimony. 

o Black, Hispanic, and female workers stand to lose the most if Congress fails to 

extend the $600 weekly unemployment bonus “because by July 31, a much 

smaller share of unemployed Black workers and women will have received any 

unemployment benefits,” his testimony read. 

• Chairman James Clyburn (D-S.C.) criticized the White House and Mnuchin for failing to 

provide Congress necessary economic forecasts during the ongoing jobs crisis brought 

by the coronavirus. 

o The president is required by law to send Congress a mid-session review of the 

nation’s budget and financial condition, Clyburn said during the subcommittee 

hearing. Clyburn also sent a letter to Mnuchin and other officials demanding the 

release of unemployment and economic projections 

• House lawmakers this week explored ways to help families and workers affected by the 

pandemic, including a possible expansion of the earned income tax credit.  

https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB419
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB419
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5247560
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB1689602
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB163
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB1752
https://www.bgov.com/us_legislation/6650366419806453771
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5247560
https://coronavirus.house.gov/sites/democrats.coronavirus.house.gov/files/documents/2020-06-18.Clyburn%20to%20OMB%20WH%20Treasury%20re%20Economic%20Projections.pdf
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o Rep. Don Beyer (D-Va.) said Covid-19 exposes underlying economic inequalities 

in the country. He questioned Indivar Dutta-Gupta, co-executive director on the 

Georgetown Center on Poverty and Inequality, on how long-term policy could be 

shaped to help those most in need. 

o Legislation, like a bipartisan bill (S. 690) to expand the child tax credit, is worth 

pursuing, Dutta-Gupta said. 

• Medical workers that helped coronavirus cases across state lines in areas hit hardest by 

the pandemic wouldn’t face unexpected or increased state tax bills under bipartisan 

legislation (S. 3995) introduced yesterday by Sens. John Thune (R-S.D.) and Sherrod 

Brown (D-Ohio). 

o The bill would also give relief to those who worked remotely in a different state 

than their ordinary place of employment as a result of the pandemic. The 

American Institute of CPAs signaled support for the bill in a letter released 

Thursday. 

• House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) yesterday reiterated that funding for state and 

local governments must be a part of the next coronavirus relief package. 

o The House has already passed an aid bill (H.R. 6800) that includes hundreds of 

billions for states and localities that are struggling to balance their budget. But 

Republicans have cautioned that they don’t want to bail out states that were 

already facing budget problems before the pandemic due to pension obligations. 

o States and municipalities face risks if the next federal relief package is too thin or 

comes too late in the fiscal crisis, according to Robin Prunty, head of analytics 

and research at S&P Global Ratings. 

• Senator Elizabeth Warren and Rep.Jan Schakowsky request information on reports and 

complaints that the Trump admin. rejected an offer to increase domestic manufacturing 

capacity for N95 respirators at the start of the coronavirus pandemic. 

o Democratic lawmakers send letter to Vice President Mike Pence asking for 

response by July 2 

o Read letter  

• Bipartisan and bicameral legislation was unveiled to create a $120 billion bailout fund 

for small food and beverage establishments, as well as a separate proposal to allow any 

remaining funds from the Paycheck Protection Program to be used for small firms that 

need the most help. 

o The bill introductions come as Congress and the White House are expected to 

negotiate a potential fourth round of coronavirus relief next month for a U.S. 

https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5247140
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/s690/BILLS-116s690is.pdf
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thune.senate.gov%2Fpublic%2F_cache%2Ffiles%2F7f1b9601-a25b-4e15-861c-5cbd34c92a30%2F342DE130BE532BE441250D8791499763.gai20486.pdf&data=02%7C01%7Cskassam1%40bloombergindustry.com%7Ce1ac34d263d64f7dfe9608d813b7ab75%7C97be21fdc6014b169920f5accc69da65%7C0%7C0%7C637281026878182104&sdata=Rp7i%2Fxuw4KuI9XCQCyT6vCHJ1zjJuGwpljIE8mncfos%3D&reserved=0
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB495
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB448
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB448
https://aboutbtax.com/RvU
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB163
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr6800/BILLS-116hr6800pcs.pdf
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5249471
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5248958
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5248866
https://www.warren.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2020.06.18%20Letter%20to%20Pence%20re%20Prestige%20Ameritech.pdf
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economy still battered by the pandemic, with applications for unemployment 

benefits last week showing only gradual improvement and millions still out of 

work. Officials have said a next stimulus package would include additional aid for 

small businesses that were left out of earlier rounds or are still trying to re-open 

and recover. 

• Sen. Ben Cardin and Sens. Chris Coons (D-Del.) and Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.) 

introduced the “Prioritized Paycheck Protection Program (P4) Act” that would extend 

the June 30 deadline to Dec. 30 or longer to apply for a forgivable PPP loan while 

creating a new option for a second loan for borrowers with 100 employees or fewer that 

have lost at least half their revenue due to Covid-19. A companion bill is also being 

introduced in the House.  

o The PPP, which offers loans of as much as $10 million that can become grants if 

the proceeds are spent mostly on payroll, is set to expire June 30. As of June 12, 

the program still had almost $130 billion in funds remaining. Any unused funds 

would be sent back to the Treasury unless Congress approves another use. The 

Democrats’ measure would use existing PPP funds to make additional targeted 

loans.  

• Republican Senator Roger Wicker of Mississippi and Democratic Representative Earl 

Blumenaur of Oregon released a bill with members of the Independent Restaurant 

Coalition to create a $120 billion “Restaurant Revitalization Fund” in the Treasury 

Department to provide grants to food service or drinking establishments through Dec. 

31. 

o The trade group for independent U.S. restaurants released a study last week 

saying a $120 billion industry stabilization fund could generate more than $270 

billion in economic activity through savings of as much as $57 billion on 

government programs for the unemployed, as well as additional sales and 

payroll taxes, benefits in the supply chain and tourism spending. 

• Congress should consider extending expanded aid to the unemployed, offer help to 

state and local governments, and continue to help struggling small businesses as the 

economy begins to reopen from its coronavirus shutdown, Federal Reserve Board 

Chairman Jerome Powell told lawmakers yesterday. 

o Powell’s recommendations align with some Democratic priorities and received a 

mixed response from Republicans at a House Financial Services Committee 

hearing. 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QC4GIBDWRGGJ
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB11207
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB365
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB463
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB463
https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QBOKYRT0G1KW
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o Ranking member Patrick McHenry (R-N.C.) pushed back on Powell’s decision to 

wade into fiscal policy. 

o Rep. Steve Stivers (R-Ohio) praised Powell’s suggestions, though he said 

Congress should provide more flexibility for state and local governments to use 

the $150 billion they received in the CARES Act (Public Law 116-136) before 

appropriating more money. 

o Congress can’t indefinitely spend so much, but now is the time to run significant 

deficits, Powell said. Lawmakers should work on a more sustainable fiscal path 

when the economy has significantly recovered, he said. 

• The head of the House's select committee on the coronavirus crisis is demanding 

unemployment and economic projections that the Trump administration had planned to 

leave out of its traditional mid-session economic forecast. 

o Democratic Rep. Jim Clyburn, the committee chairman, sent a letter on 

Wednesday requesting "the unemployment and economic projections that the 

White House has reportedly decided to omit from the annual mid-session budget 

update so Congress can seek effective solutions to help struggling Americans and 

prevent further economic damage." 

o The "mid-session review" usually comes over the summer after the winter 

release of the President's budget proposal, and includes updated projections on 

unemployment and growth. 

o Clyburn sent the letter to Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, acting Chair of 

the Council of Economic Advisers Tomas Philipson and acting Director of the 

Office of Management and Budget Russell Vought, requesting that they tell the 

committee by June 21 "whether the Administration will include a comprehensive 

set" of the projections consistent with previous years. 

o If they don't confirm the projections' inclusion, Clyburn added, the committee 

requests that they provide by July 2 "all economic projections for calendar years 

2020 to 2030," projections by industry or sector and all documentation on 

"whether to issue economic forecasts this year." 

• Rep. Lauren Underwood (D-Ill.), vice chair of the House Homeland Security Committee, 

introduced a bill yesterday that would direct the Department of Homeland Security to 

analyze threats of disinformation on social media websites, such as deepfakes, 

manipulated media and online bots. It would also provide funding for public health and 

safety officials to mitigate against the impact of disinformation in their communities 

https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB12048
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5247326
https://www.bgov.com/us_legislation/6650366419806453771
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• Democratic Rep. Collin Peterson threatens to vote against a future congressional 

stimulus package if it doesn’t include aid for the biofuel industry. 

o “I can guarantee you that I am not going to vote for this and I am not going to 

support it if we don’t get a fair shake out of this deal, and I will lead the charge 

on the floor to kill it if that’s what it takes,” Peterson says during a Congressional 

Biofuels Caucus town hall Wednesday 

o Peterson says he backed a stimulus package advanced by House Democrats last 

month despite his opposition to what he termed a “liberal wish list” of provisions 

after Speaker Nancy Pelosi agreed to include direct aid for biofuel in the measure 

o Separately, Democratic Rep.Cindy Axne says a future House infrastructure bill 

could help boost capacity to deliver higher-ethanol fuels to consumers 

• The leaders of five House panels are asking the Small Business Administration to 

comply immediately with requests from the Government Accountability Office for 

interviews, documents and data about the Paycheck Protection Program and other 

coronavirus relief efforts as required by law. 

o The GAO has told the panels that SBA has not complied with its requests and 

“repeatedly failed” to commit to a time frame to do so, according to a letter sent 

Wednesday from the heads of the panels on Oversight and Reform, Small 

Business, Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis, Appropriations and 

Appropriations Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government 

o The agency has not granted GAO access to all requested SBA officials for 

interviews, and those who have been interviewed “have not been fully 

cooperative in providing timely, fulsome, and transparent responses to interview 

questions,” the letter said 

o “We are deeply troubled by SBA’s failure to comply with GAO’s independent and 

nonpartisan oversight,” the committee leaders said in the letter. They requested 

that SBA comply with all requests by June 29 

o An SBA spokesman didn’t immediately respond to a request for comment 

State/Local 

• Texas cases jumped 3.6%, the biggest one-day rise, as hospital admissions increased for 

a seventh straight day.  

• As cases surge in the Sun Belt, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo said he may order a 

quarantine for visitors from Florida. Brazil had a 2.4% rise in cases, pushing total 

infections to near 1 million. 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QAFMRTT1UM10
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB163
https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QA8JBMT0AFB5
https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-relief-options/paycheck-protection-program
https://www.bgov.com/core/downloadable_assets/attachment/2552/1367664096?analytics%5Bsuid%5D=f4ke
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• Californians will be required to wear masks in most situations outside the home, under 

guidelines issued Thursday by Governor Gavin Newsom. The statewide requirement 

comes as individual California counties have debated forcing their residents to wear 

masks, with Orange County rescinding its order after its top health official received 

death threats. 

o The new requirement covers people in stores, workplaces or outside in any 

situation where they can’t stay 6 feet away (1.8 meters) from others 

• Orange County, Florida, Mayor Jerry Demings signed an executive order on Thursday 

mandating face coverings in the county, according to a statement from 

Demings. Orange County includes Orlando. 

o The mayor cited an increase in the number of positive cases as the reason for the 

order. 

o Florida is among other states that is currently reporting its highest seven-day 

average of new coronavirus cases per day since the crisis began, according to a 

CNN analysis of data from Johns Hopkins University.   

o Under the mandate every person working, living, visiting, or doing business in 

Orange County is required to wear a face covering consistent with the current 

CDC guidelines while in any public place.  

• Scottsdale, Arizona, mayor Jim Lane is working with the municipal legal team to develop 

a mandatory public mask ordinance, according to the city. 

o In a series of tweets on Thursday, the city said “given the rise in COVID-19 cases 

throughout Maricopa County,” the mayor started working “with the city’s legal 

team to develop a mandatory public mask ordinance in Scottsdale.”  

• Arkansas Gov. Asa Hutchinson is extending the state's public health emergency for 

another 45 days, he announced at a news conference on Thursday. 

• Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser says the District of Columbia will allow some 

businesses to reopen with restrictions on June 22 as the city moves to the Phase 2 of its 

reopening plan. 

o “The District has experienced 15 days of sustained decrease in community 

spread of COVID-19 during Phase One,” she says  

• The operator of the Tulsa arena that’s hosting Trump’s campaign rally tomorrow said it 

had asked his re-election campaign for a written plan to safeguard the event against the 

state’s growing outbreak. Meghan Blood, spokeswoman for the BOK Center, said it’s 

asked Trump’s campaign for a plan “detailing the steps the event will institute for health 

and safety, including those related to social distancing 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/19/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/19/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.dc.gov/phasetwo
https://twitter.com/MayorBowser/status/1273988404796104705
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• California reported 4,084 new confirmed virus cases, its largest ever daily increase. 

Total infections rose 2.6%, exceeding the seven-day average of 2%, to 161,099. The 

state had 82 additional deaths, for a total of 5,290. More than half of the new infections 

-- 2,115 -- came from Los Angeles County. 

o Governor Gavin Newsom has said infections will climb as testing increases, and 

has pointed to the state’s hospitalizations and intensive care stays as signs of 

stability. California had a 0.5% increase in hospitalizations Wednesday and a 

0.9% rise in ICU patients, according to state data. 

• New Jersey shopping malls will reopen on June 29 after a three-month shutdown, with 

stores limited to 50% capacity and customers required to cover their faces, Governor 

Phil Murphy said. Food courts and open seating areas remain closed, along with 

theaters and arcades, he said. 

o Malls, a staple of the New Jersey lifestyle, were shut March 21, stunting state 

sales-tax revenue. Mega mall American Dream in the Meadowlands had opened 

an indoor ski slope and other attractions in March, but stores remained 

shuttered as the coronavirus took hold. Triple Five Group, which owns American 

Dream, missed a $7 million mortgage payment in June for its Mall of America in 

Minnesota. 

• New York Governor Andrew Cuomo said he’s considering a 14-day quarantine for 

people who visit from Florida, a state where new infections are soaring. New York’s new 

cases are slowing. 

o In March, when New York cases were surging, Florida Governor Ron DeSantis 

ordered self-quarantines of visiting New Yorkers. “I have experts who have 

advised me to do that,” Cuomo said. “I’m considering it now.” 

o Cuomo also said he is signing an executive order that will allow the state to 

immediately suspend the liquor license or shut down any bar or restaurant that 

violates reopening rules. 

• Dallas County will mandate that businesses require customers and employees to wear 

masks or face a fine of up to $500, starting Friday at 11:59 p.m. CT.  

o County commissioners court approved the decision Friday, a spokesperson for 

the Dallas County judge confirmed. 

o The fine would be imposed on businesses. 

o This comes after Gov. Greg Abbott supported a similar move by Bexar County, 

which includes San Antonio, earlier this week.  

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QC4RZXT0G1KX
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• Fraternity parties in Mississippi have continued this summer, and as a result Covid-

19 cases have too, the state's health officer said Thursday. 

o Mississippi State Health Officer Dr. Thomas Dobbs announced 381 new cases and 

five additional deaths in a press conference on Thursday. Quite a few patients 

have been linked to fraternity rush parties, said Dobbs, also an associate 

professor at the University of Mississippi medical school in Oxford. 

• All North Carolina Department of Corrections staff and inmates will be tested for 

coronavirus, Gov. Roy Cooper said during a news conference Thursday. 

o Testing has already begun for all 31,200 inmates and should take around 60 days 

to complete, Commissioner of Prisons Todd Ishee said during the news 

conference. 

o The testing will cost an estimated $3.3 million, Ishee said. 

• New York state is issuing guidelines Thursday to allow some residential and face-to-face 

programming for fall reopenings, according to Gov. Andrew Cuomo. 

o Colleges and universities planning for fall returns must develop plans and submit 

those to the state for approval. 

o Those colleges and universities must submit reopen plans, monitor plans, 

containment plans and shutdown plans. 

• New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo is signing two executive orders to help enforce social 

distancing rules and regulations as the state, and New York City, continue to reopen. On 

Thursday, Cuomo cited the two biggest issues statewide: Compliance by people and 

enforcement by local government. 

o The first executive order will allow the State Liquor Authority (SLA) to 

immediately suspend alcohol licenses if bars or restaurants are violating the 

rules. For other businesses violating the rules, they could have an immediate 

shut down order. 

o The second executive order makes bars responsible for the area immediately in 

front of their premises including the sidewalk and SLA can enforce this. 

• Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey resisted broad calls from physicians across his state to 

implement a statewide mandate for wearing masks in public places.  

o Instead, Ducey said Wednesday he would leave that decision to mayors in his 

state because some areas, specifically rural regions, have different levels of 

transmission. 

o Ducey added some local leaders are unlikely to follow an executive order on that 

matter and if that were the case, "it's a self-defeating executive order." 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/19/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/19/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
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o The governor also announced that he would be calling up 300 National Guard 

members to help with Covid-19 contact tracing in the state. 

International 

• The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is preparing for any second wave of infections 

by drawing up an operational plan to aid member nations; establishing a medical 

stockpile; and creating a fund to acquire medical supplies and services, Secretary 

General Jens Stoltenberg said. “NATO is preparing to provide strong support to civilian 

efforts if that happens,” Stoltenberg told reporters in Brussels after a video conference 

of the alliance’s defense ministers. 

• Honduran President Juan Orlando Hernandez was hospitalized and diagnosed with 

pneumonia, a day after he said he tested positive for the coronavirus. 

o Hernandez is in a military hospital in the capital Tegucigalpa, where he is 

receiving I.V. treatments and is in “good health,” his doctor Francis Contreras 

told reporters Wednesday. 

• The UK’s Covid-19 alert level has been lowered from level four to level three, according 

to a joint statement issued by the Chief Medical Officers for England, Scotland, Wales 

and Northern Ireland. 

o Level three means that Covid-19 remains in general circulation, whereas level 

four indicates that the level of transmission is high or rising. 

• Canada is partnering with Shopify Inc. volunteers and BlackBerry Ltd. on a contact-

tracing application for Covid-19 as cases in the country breached 100,000. 

o Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said users will be able to upload their test results 

voluntarily onto the app. All data will be kept anonymous, with no location or 

personal information collected. 

o The push for contact tracing comes as the pandemic reached a milestone in 

Canada: more than 100,000 cases. While the rate of new infections has been 

receding -- new cases in Ontario have been under 200 for five straight days -- the 

country now has about 8,255 deaths. 

• The UK government is abandoning its attempt to develop a coronavirus tracing app 

from scratch and will instead build one based on a system created by Google and 

Apple after repeated delays. Germany's government said its coronavirus smartphone 

app has been downloaded 9.6 million times since it was launched on Tuesday. 

• German Chancellor Angela Merkel says the coronavirus pandemic has deepened 

inequality within the European Union (EU) and has called on member states to agree on 

an economic recovery package before the end of July. 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QC4QLPDWLU69
https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QC4TSGDWRGG5
https://edition.cnn.com/specials/world/coronavirus-outbreak-intl-hnk
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/04/tech/apple-google-contact-tracing-first-look/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/04/tech/apple-google-contact-tracing-first-look/index.html
https://cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-06-19-20-intl/h_584be3486e96cfef8c209731034aee74
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o Speaking in Germany's lower house of parliament -- the Bundestag -- on 

Thursday, Merkel said the EU's approach to the crisis will determine the region's 

place in the world.  

o Germany will keep its social distancing rules in place and extend the ban on large 

events until at least the end of October to curb a potential second wave of 

coronavirus infections, Chancellor Angela Merkel said. 

o Physical distancing rules will remain in place across Germany and large events -

- where contact tracing and distancing are not possible -- will remain 

banned until at least the end of October, the chancellor said. 

 
Other 

• The 2020 NFL and college football seasons may have to be canceled this year if there’s a 

second wave of the virus, said Anthony Fauci, the nation’s top infectious diseases 

official and member of the White House Coronavirus Task Force. The National Football 

League season is currently set to start on Sept. 10. “Unless players are essentially in a 

bubble,” he said, “it would be very hard to see how football is able to be played 

• JetBlue Airways Corp. will add 30 domestic routes and restart some suspended flights in 

July and August in a bet on recovery after Covid-19 lockdowns all but erased travel 

demand. 

o The new routes, concentrated in the New York area but also include Florida and 

Philadelphia, are geared toward the “small signs” of a rebound in leisure travel, 

JetBlue said. The airline will operate more than half its typical summer capacity. 

o JetBlue’s decision to open new routes goes further than the capacity increases at 

other U.S. carriers, which are using a modest rebound in travel to restore flights 

they suspended earlier this year. 

• Apple announced on Friday that it will temporarily close some stores in Florida, North 

Carolina, South Carolina and Arizona due to current Covid-19 conditions. 

o “We take this step with an abundance of caution as we closely monitor the 

situation and we look forward to having our teams and customers back as soon 

as possible,” the company said in a statement. 

• Convalescent plasma -- blood from recovered patients who had Covid-19 -- that has 

been transfused to hospitalized patients is considered safe, according to a new study. 

o The study published Thursday in Mayo Clinic Proceedings looked at results from 

20,000 patients. 
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o Researchers from the US Food and Drug Administration’s Expanded Access 

Program for Covid-19 looked at the results from patients who doctors thought 

might progress to a severe or life-threatening stage of the illness. They were 

transfused between April 3 and June 11. 

o Less than 1% of patients experienced serious adverse events. The number of 

people who died declined to 8.6% at the 7th day of the trial, compared to the 

12% who died in a previous part of the safety study of 5,000 patients.  

• The National Football League Players Association has responded to comments from Dr. 

Anthony Fauci who told CNN that unless players are in isolated a bubble, "it would be 

very hard to see how football is able to be played this fall." 

o NFL Players Association (NFLPA) medical director, Dr. Thom Mayer, said the 

comments from the nation's top infectious disease doctor "carry important 

weight as he has served our country with expert guidance and moral clarity 

through many crises," according to a statement from the NFLPA. 

• A new report published Thursday in the New England Journal of Medicine outlines what 

businesses and other institutions can do to safely resume operations amid the Covid-19 

pandemic. 

o Employees and customers should do all the well-documented things known to 

help protect against the spread of disease: washing hands frequently, wearing 

masks, staying apart and making sure people stay home if they don’t feel well. 

But the report suggests employers may take disciplinary action against 

employees who don't abide by these guidelines. 

o The report, written by healthcare lawyer Mark Barnes of Ropes & Gray LLP and 

Dr. Paul Sax, head of infectious diseases at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in 

Boston, also advises employers to offer or extend sick-leave benefits to 

encourage workers to stay at home when feeling sick. 

o Businesses can also place partitions or barriers between workers or between 

employees and customers and improve ventilation and air circulation, Barnes 

and Sax advised.   

o Staggered work schedules can keep employees safer, as can accommodations to 

workers at a higher risk of getting seriously ill from the virus, including the option 

to work from home. Learning institutions should offer remote learning 

opportunities for students with underlying medical conditions. 

o There should be coordination between businesses and local governments about 

reopening schools, day care, and day treatment centers. 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/18/us/football-happen-fauci-spt-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/18/us/football-happen-fauci-spt-trnd/index.html
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• Covid-19 hot spots are growing in the south and southwest regions of the United States, 

Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former commissioner of the US Food and Drug Administration, said 

during an appearance on "Morning Joe" Thursday. 

o "What we’re looking at is the reality that we’re going to have rolling outbreaks. 

There’s going to be parts of the country that get hot where there’s a lot of 

infection," Gottlieb told MSNBC's Joe Scarborough. 

o "Certainly in the states where you haven’t seen as much infection to date, that 

weren’t as hard hit, I think there’s more complacency and there’s higher risk of 

spread. I think that’s what’s happening in the south and the southwest," Gottlieb 

continued. "There are parts of the country right now that have full-blown 

outbreaks underway. When you look at what’s happening in parts of Florida; 

parts of Texas, Houston and the Austin area; when you look at what’s happening 

in Arizona as well, Alabama, South Carolina — those are outbreaks" 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/18/us/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html

